WE MADE INTENTION TO DESTROY UNBELIEF

Auzu Billahi Minashaytanir Rajeem
Bismillahir Rahmanir Raheem
Madad Ya Rasulallah, Madad Ya As’habe Rasulallah, Madad Ya Mashayikhina,
Sheykh Abdullah Daghestani, Sheykh Nazim al-Haqqani. Dastur.
Abu Ayyub al-Ansar. Madad.
Tariqatunas sohba, wal khayru fil jamiyya.
Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakatuh.
Thank Allah it has been a fine travel and it went well. The ikhwan (brothers and
sisters) are asking, “How were the ikhwan there? What is their state like?” Those there are
asking too. We said thank Allah. Allah showed every beauty. We were with beautiful people.
We did not see anything bad throughout our travels. Those are lands of unbelief. Especially
these days, they want to arouse people wholly against Islam. They are doing everything
within their means and every mischievousness. But if Allah wants, He shows the beautiful
and nothing else. This is Allah’s favor.
Two friends had gone somewhere. One was on one path, and the other on another
path. One went on the way of Allah, and the other headed to other sides. One was asked,
“How did you find the places you visited?” He replied, “There were righteuous people
everywhere. We were together with good people.” The other said, “This place fits my ego. It
is exactly as I wanted. I did everything I wanted to do.” May Allah not make us of that kind.
Allah is able to do this for everybody, just like He turned the fire into a rose bed for Ibrahim
Alayhis Salam. Even if you are inside the fire, when Allah protects you, you meet with good
people through Allah’s kindness.
We toured three great unbelief lands. In particular, the place called Paris is completely
the heart of unbelief. Shaitan’s seat and center is there. The French Revolution occurred there
in 1789. Then Shaitan fully announced his sultanate over the world. Whatever sacred things
there were, whatever holy things there were, whatever tradition and training there were, they
were all thrown in the trash. After that, he announced his kingdom all over and in every part
of the world. At the time, bewildered people even among the Ottomans would go to Paris.
They would try to destroy Islam from there. They would be taught by Shaitan and come back
to confuse people here. They would make people go crazy and turn the surroundings into a
lake of blood. When it was not so, they would try and ruin people’s morals. They would
continuously talk about freedom. What they meant by freedom was the freedom to be
immoral. Nothing else. The more immoral you are, the more freedom you have. They
oppressed mannered people who believed in Allah and the sacred so much. Whatever there is
such as Communism and Fascism came out afterwards.
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Paris is the heart of unbelief. It is the widsom of Allah that this time we went there.
We went with the support and blessing of our Shaykh, may Allah increase his stations. He
would say, “I made intention to destroy unbelief.” Inshallah, we have that intention too. With
their blessings, we are hitting them at their heart Inshallah. From the heart of Paris we said,
“This revolution is a satanic revolution!” Inshallah, we will raise the word of Allah. There is
no such thing as revolution in Islam. Our neighbors have ruined the surroundings claiming a
revolution. Others have come out claiming a Wahhabi revolution, and they have ruined it
even more.
We have made the intention to announce Islam’s word. As Mawlana Shaykh said, we
made intention to destroy unbelief. Allah willing, we do not need cannons and rifles. Allah is
next to us, Allah is with us. Everything is in the hands of Allah. That is to say, we will not
give them what they want and wish for. What they want and the men they brought out are like
themselves. All people outside of Ahl-e Sunnat wal Jamat are being nourished from there,
from Shaitan’s revolution. However many people there are who do not respect our Prophet
(SAW), who do not respect the Sahabis (Companions), and who do not respect the Ahl-e
Bayt, all have come out of there.
Obedience exists in the manners and training of Ahl-e Sunnat wal Jamaat. Those who
have that manner are with Allah. There is never a need to raise a gun. Those who raised a gun
have ended pointing that gun at Muslims. We are seeing with our own eyes, the gun is
pointing at true Muslims on both sides. They can point as much as they want. If Allah does
not want to harm, Allah willing nothing will happen. Even if in the middle of fire, they can try
as much as they want and no harm will come. We went wholly to their midst, with the power
of Allah and the help of Allah.
It is the wisdom of Allah that there was a person there. They had executed the king
there when the French Revolution occurred. Now this man is the prince there. He is a
candidate for king of a person. He also attended. When this was mentioned, he also concurred
and was very happy. After speaking of the evils of the French Revolution, he called a couple
of times, congratulated, and thanked us. Just like the Ottomans are the sovereign of this place,
that person is also the sovereign of that place. He is very close to Islam too. As a gesture of
affection, he presented us with the flag of the Royal family. Inshallah they also come to Islam
and the world is left surprised.
Thank Allah, wherever wen went, we did not come across a bad person. Nobody
uttered a bad word. As they are our ikhwan, you know, they walk around with beards, jubbas,
and the like. They make Takbirs and the such. We had to tell them to be a little quiet, not to
scream much, as there is no need to annoy people. Thank Allah, they did not say anything
back even in that state of mind. The people of the land came over and greeted us. They asked
us how we were doing. Shaitan’s rule has passed. From now on, benefit is for Ahl-e Islam, for
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true Muslims. Benefit is for gentle, good-tempered, and merciful Muslims whom Allah loves.
Not for people who are quarrelsome, blood shedding, supposed Muslims, who raise guns at
Muslims.
They found tranquillity when they saw us. They even asked for prayers (duas). So
many people came, were read on, and got prayers. Those who became Muslim were many
too. They said 66 people have become Muslim. I did not count. Those there counted. May
Allah increase their numbers Inshallah. It is Mawlana Shaykh’s blessing (baraka). He had
made a trip there 18 years ago. They are saying, “When we bought it, the dargah was big for
us. Our numbers were little. Now it is small for us.” Their numbers are increasing. Now, there
are many Muslims: young, old, women, and men.
What is important is being with Allah. After that, you can go wherever you want. Go
wherever you want, but Allah is with you as long as there is no bad intention inside of you. If
there is bad intention in you, you will see everyplace as bad. Then Allah sends you bad people
as a punishment for your ego. Be with Allah. Be pure to Allah. Wherever you go, go with a
pure intention. It would be a benefit both for you and the people there.
Mashallah, inhabitants there (Spain, Andalus) are raising their children as imams now.
Of course, there is a need there, as the inhabitants are increasing. When they are from
amongst themselves, it is more beneficial and fruitful. Allah gave them beautiful places.
Muslims there ruled for 500-600 years and then got spoiled from being rich. Their riches were
not in the way of Allah, and they could not put it to good use. Shaitan fooled them and they
lived saying, “How can I live better? How can I satisfy my ego more?” And when like that,
once they were one state, they divided into many small states. They became little states. They
kicked them all out one by one. Then they saw much suffering. They would either not allow
those saying they are Muslim to live or they would expel them. It was not possible for them to
live any longer. Even the head bishops there acted in cruelty that nobody saying Allah was
left. They all escaped and withdrew from there.
Andulusia was the world’s wealthiest country. In other words, it was a jewel of a
place. But when there is tyranny, Allah sends down a calamity. Now it is again the largest
place in Europe but they have become the poorest place. This has a wisdom in it too. This is
also a lesson for humanity. If you oppress, no matter who you are, you are to suffer the
consequences. Unbelief is the greatest oppression. Allah might leave the unbeliever who does
not oppress, but these (Christians in Andalus) completely oppressed.
In the same way, they killed many people in places they went. That is why Allah Azza
wa Jalla took away abundance from them. Once they were the wealthiest place in the world,
they became the poorest place in the world. So much has not been seen in other Christian
countries. In other places Christians entered, such as the Balkans and here and there,
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Christians entered but Muslims still stayed there and did not leave. But they [in Spain] did not
leave a single one. They are also unaware of this till now. Inshallah from now on, the
grandsons of the martyred and oppressed there live on. They told them to either become a
Christian or die. Most of them became Christian, and some continued worshipping in secret.
Finally, they were wiped out. Inshallah, their grandsons come back to the way of Truth. That
would become the blessing for that place. Blessing can only come there this way. Yet there is
much preperation and will. Inshallah, it will change Allah willing. Those mosques will be
Mawlana Shaykh’s glad tidings. All mosques have become churches now, and bells have been
placed. If Allah wants, they can all change into a mosque again within a minute, Allah
willing.
May Allah protect us from the evils of Shaitan. We also thank Allah a thousand times
that we are under the gaze of the Caliphs (Khalifas) here. As Islam’s Caliph, the Ottomans
protected these areas and these Muslims. Truely, as the Prophet said and gave glad tidings of,
they both protected the religion and the Muslims in the way of Allah. All the way till the
North Pole, those peoples also stood in front of this unbelief. Millions of man shed their blood
and preserved Islam. They put down their ego and did not become enemies of each other, but
became direct enemies of the people of unbelief. Then on the other side, they [Muslims of
Spain] became enemies of each other and got together with the unbelievers. Just then, they got
punished and the people became wretched.
There is a second matter. They did not accept the Caliph either. They came forth as the
caliphs. So there is a wisdom here. Allah Azza wa Jalla says punishment does not come until
the servant goes wild. That place was out of control so they were wiped out. From now on,
more beautiful and cleaner people will come Inshallah.
Wa Minallah at-Tawfeeq.
Al-Fatiha.

Shaykh Muhammad Mehmet Adil
11 April 2015, Eyüp Sultan Dargah
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